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The Future of Eastern Hills Looks Bright 

 

As mentioned in previous articles and columns, the Town has been actively involved and has 

passed a new town code allowing an Overlay District Lifestyle Living Center, a city within a 

Town.  

It’s no secret that Eastern Hills Mall would be a perfect fit for a Lifestyle Living Center. The most 

valuable address Clarence has is at Main and Transit. One of the areas former strongest malls 

is in transition and the Town wants to help make sure the owners have tools in place for this to 

be successful.   

Eastern Hills Mall had a prosperous tenure; but this area, like many other communities, can now 

only support one large shopping center, that being the Galleria.  With the consumer switch to 

dotcom shopping led by Amazon, mall addresses have to transform into Living Centers to 

attract different forms of incomes to their property.   

Many malls that have struggled due to progression of on line shopping have successfully 

converted to living centers; and these living centers have become destinations.   If you have 

traveled to Cape May, Myrtle Beach or even Charleston South Carolina their shopping center 

type retail districts are what living centers try to mimic. These Centers are full of shoppers.  

Though it’s easier to navigate in warmer climates, with a progressive design, colder temperature 

shopping can be overcome.  

Mountain Development, who are the owners of Eastern Hills, did test market sales during the 

past two holiday seasons with higher-end merchandise. Both test sales were very successful 

and sold out. To be successful, Mountain Development has to be different from the Galleria Mall 

in what they offer.  With higher-end goods and services including hotels, there would be another 

reason, especially for our Canadian neighbors to shop at Eastern Hills “Shopping Destination”.   

I say “City within a Town” because successful living centers should have all the goods and 

services that are usually found in a town, city or region. The residents would have most of their 

needs met within walking distance of where they live. Besides the retail element, the vastness of 

old malls invite mixed-use concepts which include hotels, apartments, entertainment and 

professional services - including medical. 

It will be a monumental task to transform Eastern Hills into a Living Center.  Some mall 

transformations have failed because the owners have not made the commitment to a total 

transformation. Without a doubt a project of this magnitude would cost $200,000,000 just to get 

started.  Our Clarence tax payers, after Mountain Development, would be the first to benefit 

from the transformation. Adding millions to the tax rolls without a large increase in the student 

population helps the School District budget which could turn into tax relief for our Town 

residents.  

There are also several outparcels next to the mall that want to be included in the zoning change.  

The overlay code allows an easy transition from retail to mixed-use to residential; all good things 

for the Town of Clarence. 

We will continue to update the residents as best we can with the progress of this endeavor, and 

we are looking forward to the positive changes at the horizon.   


